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Abstract This work introduces a methodology for self-
adaptive numerical procedures, which relies on the various
components of an integrated, object-oriented, computa-
tional environment involving pre-, analysis, and
post-processing modules. A basic platform for numerical
experiments and further development is provided, which
allows implementation of new elements/error estimators
and sensitivity analysis. A general implementation of the
Superconvergent Patch Recovery (SPR) and the recently
proposed Recovery by Equilibrium in Patches (REP) is
presented. Both SPR and REP are compared and used for
error estimation and for guiding the adaptive remeshing
process. Moreover, the SPR is extended for calculating
sensitivity quantities of ®rst and higher orders. The mesh
(re-)generation process is accomplished by means of
modern methods combining quadtree and Delaunay tri-
angulation techniques. Surface mesh generation in arbi-
trary domains is performed automatically (i.e. with no
user intervention) during the self-adaptive analysis using
either quadrilateral or triangular elements. These ideas are
implemented in the Finite Element System Technology in
Adaptivity (FESTA) software. The effectiveness and ver-

satility of FESTA are demonstrated by representative nu-
merical examples illustrating the interconnections among
®nite element analysis, recovery procedures, error esti-
mation/adaptivity and automatic mesh generation.

Key words ®nite element analysis, error estimation, ad-
aptivity, h-re®nement, sensitivity, superconvergent patch
recovery (SPR), recovery by equilibrium in patches (REP),
object oriented programming (OOP), interactive computer
graphics.

1
Introduction
This work presents an integrated (object-oriented) com-
putational environment for self-adaptive analyses of ge-
neric two-dimensional (2D) problems. This environment
includes analysis procedures to insure a given level of ac-
curacy according to certain criteria, and also the proce-
dures to generate and modify the ®nite element
discretization. This computational system, called FESTA
(Finite Element System Technology in Adaptivity), involves
®ve main components (see shaded boxes in Figure 1):

� A graphical preprocessor, for de®ning the geometry of
the problem, the initial ®nite element mesh (together
with boundary conditions), and the main parameters
used in a self-adaptive analysis. Here the geometrical
model is dissociated from the ®nite element model.

� A ®nite element module for solving the current boun-
dary value problem. The code has been developed so
that it is highly modular, expandable, and user-friendly.
Thus, it can be properly maintained and continued.
Moreover, other users/developers should be able to
modify the basic programming system to ®t their spe-
ci®c applications.

� An error estimation and sensitivity module. Discreti-
zation errors are estimated according to available re-
covery procedures, e.g. Zienkiewicz and Zhu (ZZ),
superconvergent patch recovery (SPR) and recovery by
equilibrium in patches (REP). Sensitivities of various
orders (1st., 2nd. or higher) are calculated by means of a
procedure analogous to the SPR. The user chooses the
desired error estimator and sensitivity order.

� A mesh (re-)generation (rather than mesh enrichment)
procedure, based on the combination of quadtree and
Delaunay triangulation techniques. According to the
magnitude of the error, calculated in the previous
module, a new ®nite element mesh is automatically
generated (i.e. with no user intervention), using either
triangular or quadrilateral elements (h-re®nement).
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� Finally, a postprocessor module, where all the analysis
results (e.g. deformed shape, sensitivity and stress
contours) can be visualized.

Essentially, FESTA is a computational laboratory which
offers a basic platform for numerical analysis and further
development, e.g. implementation of new error estimators,
elements, or material models (Cavalcante Neto et al. 1998).
Object-oriented programming and integration of pre-,
analysis, and post-processing modules make FESTA a
software well-suited for both practical engineering appli-
cations and further research development.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
A motivation to the work and a ``brief '' literature review
are provided in Sect. 2. Afterwards, Sect. 3 presents some
theoretical background on self-adaptive simulations and
an overview of the graphical interface used in the FESTA
software. Section 4 introduces the mathematical formula-
tion of the SPR (using weighted least square systems), the
REP, and the sensitivity method. A discussion about the
automatic mesh generation techniques used in this work is
given in Sect. 5. Relevant information regarding the im-
plementation of FESTA is presented in Sect. 6, especially
aspects related to the SPR and REP recoveries. In order to
assess the effectiveness of the proposed computational
system, representative numerical examples are given in
Sect. 7. Finally, in Sect. 8, conclusions are inferred and
directions for future research are discussed.

2
Motivation and related work
Normal practice to solve engineering problems by means
of the Finite Element Method (FEM) or the Boundary
Element Method (BEM) involves increasing the number of
discretization points in the computational domain and
resolving the resulting system of equations to examine the
relative change in the numerical solution. In general, this
procedure is time consuming, it depends on the experience
of the analyst, and it can be misleading if the solution has
not entered an asymptotic range.

Ideally, with a robust and reliable self-adaptive scheme,
one would be able to specify an initial discrete model

which is suf®cient to describe the geometry/topology of
the domain and the boundary conditions (BCs), and to
specify a desired error tolerance, according to an appro-
priate criterion. Then, the system would automatically
re®ne the model until the error measure falls below the
prescribed tolerance. The process should be fully auto-
matic and without any user intervention. This is the main
goal which motivated the development of FESTA. This
approach increases the overall reliability of the analysis
procedure since it does not depend on the experience, or
inexperience, of the analyst.

The need for developing better pre-processing tech-
niques for the FEM, for performing automated analysis,
and for obtaining self-adaptive solutions (which is be-
coming a trend for commercial FEM software) have driven
the development of automatic mesh generation algo-
rithms, i.e. algorithms which are capable of discretizing an
arbitrary geometry into a consistent ®nite element mesh
without any user intervention. Several algorithms for 2D
geometries have been developed (e.g. Baehmann
et al. 1987; Blacker and Stephenson 1991; Zhu et al. 1991;
Potyondy et al. 1995b; Borouchaki and Frey 1998), and
approaches for three-dimensional (3D) geometries have
appeared more recently (e.g. Cass et al. 1996; Escobar and
Montenegro 1996; Beall et al. 1997; Lo 1998). The present
work focus on automatic 2D mesh generation in connec-
tion with adaptive solutions. Ef®cient techniques for gen-
erating all-quadrilateral and all-triangular meshes are
considered in detail. Although the algorithms presented
herein could be extended to mixed meshes, i.e. meshes
with both triangular and quadrilateral elements (see, for
example, Borouchaki and Frey 1998), this topic is not
within the scope of this work.

There exist a vast literature on error estimation and
adaptivity, and the reader is directed to the appropriate
references1. The volumes edited by Brebbia and Alia-
badi (1993) and BabusÏka et al. (1986) review adaptive
techniques for the FEM and the BEM. The book edited by
LadeveÁze and Oden (1998) presents a compilation of pa-
pers from the workshop of ``New Advances in Adaptive
Computational Mechanics,'' held at Cachan, France, 17±19
September 1997, which dealt with the latest advances in
adaptive methods in mechanics and their impact on
solving engineering problems. Several issues of journals
have also been dedicated to adaptivity, e.g. volume 12
(1996), number 2 of Engineering with Computers, vol-
ume 15 (1992), numbers 3/4 of Advances in Engineering
Software, and volume 36 (1991), number 1 of the Journal
of Computational and Applied Mathematics. Surveys of
the literature in FEM include articles by Noor and Ba-
busÏka (1987), Oden and Demkovicz (1989), Strouboulis
and Haque (1992a, b), BabusÏka and Suri (1994), and
Ainsworth and Oden (1997). Mackerle (1993, 1994) has
compiled a long list of references on mesh generation,
re®nement, error analysis and adaptive techniques for
FEM and BEM that were published from 1990 to 1993. The
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Fig. 1. Simpli®ed diagram of the FESTA interactive meshing

1 The list of papers referred here is just a small sampling of the
literature, considering articles of particular interest to the present
work, and is not intended to be a representative survey of the
literature in the ®eld.
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volume edited by BabusÏka et al. (1983) presents adaptive
techniques for the FEM and the Finite Difference Method
(FDM). Relatively recent textbooks in the FEM emphasize
the ®eld of adaptive solution techniques. For example, the
book by Zienkiewicz and Taylor (1989) includes a Chapter
on ``Error Estimation and Adaptivity'' (Chapter 14), which
is supplemented by the papers by Zienkiewicz and
Zhu (1992a, b, 1994). Moreover, the book by SzaboÂ and
BabusÏka (1991) is primarily dedicated to this subject.

The ®rst papers on adaptive ®nite elements appeared
in the early seventies. Since then, an explosive number
of papers on the subject have been published in the
technical literature. BabusÏka and Rheinboldt (1978)
presented a pioneering paper about error estimates by
evaluating the residuals of the approximate solution and
using them to obtain local, more accurate answers. They
developed the mathematical basis of self-adaptive tech-
niques. With the concept of a posteriori error estimates,
one can develop a self-adaptive strategy for the FEM
such that only certain elements should be re®ned.
Zienkiewicz et al. (1982) presented a hierarchical ap-
proach for self-adaptive methods. In the early 1980s,
computer graphics techniques started to be used as
standard tools by mesh generation programs. Shep-
hard (1986) published a paper where geometric model-
ing and automatic mesh generation techniques were
used in conjunction with self-adaptive methods. Zien-
kiewicz and Zhu (1987) introduced an error estimator
based on obtaining improved values of gradients
(stresses) using some available recovery processes. Easy
to be implemented in any ®nite element code, this type
of technique, based on averaging and on the so called L2

projection, has been used to recover the gradients, and
reasonable estimators were achieved. In 1992, this
technique was corrected/improved by the same authors,
leading to the so called Superconvergent Patch Recovery:
SPR (Zienkiewicz and Zhu 1992a, b, 1994). This method
is a stress-smoothing procedure over local patches of
elements and is based on a discrete least-squares ®t of a
higher-order local polynomial stress ®eld to the stresses
at the superconvergent sampling points obtained from
the ®nite element calculation. Attempts to improve fur-
ther the recovery process can be found in various ref-
erences, e.g. Wiberg et al. (1994), Wiberg and
Abdulwahab (1993), Blacker and Belytschko (1994),
Tabbara et al. (1994), and Lee et al. (1997). Essentially
these improved techniques incorporate equilibrium and
boundary conditions on the recovery process. An
exhaustive study by BabusÏka et al. (1994a, b) showed,
through numerous examples, the excellent performance
and superiority of the SPR over residual-type approaches.
Recently, Boroomand and Zienkiewicz (1997) have pre-
sented a new super-convergent method satisfying the
equilibrium condition in a weak form, which does not
require any knowledge of superconvergent points. The
new recovery technique has been called Recovery by
Equilibrium in Patches: REP. Both SPR and REP are of
particular interest to the present work.

As indicated above, the general ®eld of adaptivity is
broad and has advanced signi®cantly in recent years. For
instance, Paulino et al. (1997) have proposed a new class

of error estimates based on the concept of nodal sensi-
tivities, which can be used in conjunction with general
purpose computational methods such as FEM, BEM or
FDM. Rannacher and Suttmeier (1997) have suggested a
feedback approach for error control in the FEM. Mahomed
and Kekana (1998) have presented an adaptive procedure
based on strain energy equalisation. Moreover, a summary
of recent advances in adaptive computational mechanics
can be found in the book edited by LadeveÁze and
Oden (1998).

Quanti®cation of the quality of a model with respect to
another one, taken as the reference, is of primary impor-
tance in numerical analysis. This is the case with well es-
tablished methods, such as the FEM, or emerging methods,
such as the element free Galerkin: EFG (Chung and Bel-
ytschko 1998), the symmetric Galerkin BEM (Paulino and
Gray 1999), or the boundary node method (Mukherjee and
Mukherjee 1997). Integration of concepts regarding error
estimation and adaptivity in the FEM, within a modern
computational environment, is the focus of the present
work.

3
Theoretical and computational aspects
Whenever a numerical method is used to solve the gov-
erning differential equations of a boundary value problem,
error is introduced by the discretization process which
reduces the continuous mathematical model to one having
a ®nite number of degrees of freedom. The discretization
errors are de®ned as the difference between the actual
solution and its numerical approximation. By de®nition,
the local error

e � /ÿ /̂ �1�
is a measure of the difference between the exact (/) and an
approximate solution (/̂). Here, / is analogous to a re-
sponse quantity (e.g. displacements) in a typical numerical
solution procedure.

Self-adaptive methods are numerical schemes which
automatically adjust themselves in order to improve the
solution of the problem to a speci®ed accuracy. The two
basic components in adaptive methods are error estima-
tion and adaptive strategy. These components are discus-
sed below.

In general, there are two types of discretization error
estimates: a priori and a posteriori. Although a priori es-
timates are accurate for the worst case in a particular class
of solutions of a problem, they usually do not provide
information about the actual error for a given model.
A posteriori estimates use information obtained during the
solution process, in addition to some a priori assumptions
about the solution. A posteriori estimates, which can
provide quantitatively accurate measures of the discreti-
zation error, have been adopted here.

In the context of adaptive strategies, extension methods
have been preferred over others approaches (e.g. dual or
complementary methods) and are the focus of this work.
These methods include h-, p-, and r-extensions. The
computer implementation is referred to as the h-, p-, and
r-versions, respectively. In the h-extension, the mesh is
automatically re®ned when the local error indicator ex-
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ceeds a preassigned tolerance. The p-extension generally
employs a ®xed mesh. If the error in an element exceeds a
preassigned tolerance, the local order of the approxima-
tion is increased to reduce the error. The r-extension
(node-redistribution) employs a ®xed number of nodes
and attempts to dynamically move the grid points to areas
of high error in the mesh. Any of these extensions can also
be combined in a special strategy, for example, h-p-, r-h-,
among others.

3.1
Error estimation and adaptive refinement
As pointed out by several authors (e.g. Zienkiewicz and
Taylor 1989), the speci®cation of local error in the manner
given in Eq. (1) is generally not convenient and occa-
sionally misleading. Thus mathematical norms are intro-
duced to measure the discretization error. The exact
discretization error in the ®nite element solution is often
quanti®ed on the basis of the energy norm for the dis-
placement error, jjejj, which can be expressed, in terms of
stresses, as

jjejj2 �
Z

X
rex ÿ r̂� �TDÿ1 rex ÿ r̂� � dX �2�

where rex and r̂ are the exact and the ®nite element stress
®elds, D is the constitutive matrix, and X is the problem
de®nition domain.

The basic idea of error estimators is to substitute the
®eld rex, which is generally unknown, by the ®eld �r, ob-
tained by means of recovery procedures (e.g. ZZ, SPR or
REP). Therefore, the expression for computing the ap-
proximate (estimated) relative error distribution jjejjes can
be expressed as

jjejj2es �
Z

X
�rÿ r̂� �TDÿ1 �rÿ r̂� � dX �3�

Taking into account the ®nite element discretization and
considering a speci®c ®nite element i, Eq. (3) can be re-
written as

jjejjies

� �2
�
Z

Xi

�rÿ r̂� �TDÿ1 �rÿ r̂� �jJj dXi �4�

where standard isoparametric elements have been as-
sumed; �r denotes the recovered stress ®eld, jJj is the de-
terminant of the Jacobian transformation matrix, and Xi is
the element domain.

The energy norm for the error can be evaluated over the
whole domain or part of it. The contribution of all the
elements in the mesh is given by

jjejj2 �
Xm

i�1

jjejji
� �2

�5�

where m is the total number of elements, i refers to the
element with domain Xi, and [m

i�1Xi � X.
The relative percentage error in the energy norm (gex)

for the whole domain or part of it can be obtained as

gex �
jjejjex

jjUjjex

�6�

where jjUjjex is the square root of twice the strain energy,
and it is given by

jjUjjex �
Z

X
rTDÿ1r dX

� �1=2

�7�

The adaptive re®nement strategy (h-extension) is dis-
cussed next. The error estimator will de®ne how the dis-
cretization model will be re®ned or coarsened. A simple
criterion to achieve a solution error with an acceptable
level for the whole domain can be stated as

ges � gmax �8�
where gmax is the maximum permissible error, and ges is
given by

ges �
jjejjes

jjUhjj2 � jjejj2es

ÿ �1=2
�9�

where jjUhjj is the energy norm obtained from the ®nite
element solution.

A sound criterion for an ``optimal mesh'' consists of
requiring that the energy norm error be equidistributed
among elements because it leads to meshes with high
convergence rates. Thus, for each element i,

jjejjies < gmax

jjUhjj2 � jjejj2es

m

 !1=2

� �em �10�

By de®ning the ratio

ni �
jjejjies

�em
�11�

it is obvious that re®nement is needed if

ni > 1:0 �12�
A more ef®cient procedure, which is adopted here, con-
sists of designing a completely new mesh (re-generation)
which satis®es the requirement

ni � 1:0 �13�
in the limit of mesh re®nement. By assuming a certain rate
of convergence (Zienkiewicz and Taylor 1989), the value
of the error ratio ni can be used to decide the new size of
the element. Thus

h � hi

n1=p
i

�14�

where hi is the initial size of the element, h is the ®nal size,
and p is the polynomial order of the approximation.
This procedure does not account for singularity effects,
such as those generated by the sharp corners and cracks. A
treatment of singular behavior, with varying degree of
sophistication, can be found in Zienkiewicz and Tay-
lor (1989), SzaboÂ and BabusÏka (1991), BabusÏka
et al. (1994), and Coorevits et al. (1994).

The ratio error (Eq. (11)) is implemented in the nu-
merical analysis module, and it is exported to the self-
adaptive module of FESTA, where new element sizes are
calculated to satisfy the error criterion. This is done
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through the Element class of the self-adaptive module,
which by means of OOP, permits various element types to
be treated in the same framework of analysis, i.e. the
method is not restricted to a speci®c element. The deter-
mination of the new element size is used either to re®ne or
to coarsen the mesh where necessary (mesh re-genera-
tion).

3.2
FESTA computational interface
In order to obtain an ef®cient and robust computational
system for self-adaptive simulations, a generic treatment
for dealing with different ®nite elements (therefore, dif-
ferent shapes and different degrees of interpolation func-
tions) has to be taken into account. For this purpose, the
FESTA software has been developed in C++ language,
using an object-oriented framework2. It allows an easier
code maintenance and expansion with reduced probability
of introducing errors (Lages et al. 1999).

The most important task in an object-oriented program
is the de®nition of the class structure. The capability of
code reuse and extension depends heavily on the quality of
this organization. With respect to the implementation
of the ®nite element code and error estimator algorithms,
several classes have been de®ned here, such as FEM, Node,
Element, Material, AnModel, Gauss, Shape, LoadElem,
Error, and Sens (Martha et al. 1996). The communication
among these classes is performed through instances (ob-
jects) of the classes. These objects contain, in their local
records, abstract data pointers to objects of other classes.
Figure 2 shows the class organization of FESTA.

The FEM class represents the numerical discretization
of the model into ®nite elements. It contains references to
objects of several classes in the organization: to a list
of objects of Node class (the nodes of the mesh), to a list
of objects of Element class (the elements of the mesh), to a
list of objects of Material class (the groups of distinct
materials used), and a reference to an object of the An-
Model class. The latter class is responsible for the speci®c
features of the type of analysis being performed (e.g.
plane-stress, plane-strain, plate-bending, solid, shell). The
Gauss class holds information about the numerical inte-
gration process. An object of this class is associated to an
element integration point. The Shape class holds the geo-
metric and ®eld interpolation aspects of an element. As
explained later in this paper, the Shape class is also re-
sponsible for the recovery techniques, once the terms of

the polynomial expansion are speci®ed. The LoadElem
class consists of ®ctitious elements that transfer natural
boundary conditions from the elements to the nodes. The
Error class is responsible for computing the relative error
distribution jjejj, as shown in Eqs. (2) to (14). Finally, the
Sens class is responsible for computing sensitivities using
an extension of the SPR technique.

The development of the FESTA interface is based on a
portable user interface toolkit, called IUP/LED (Levy
et al. 1996). The portability achieved by using this
graphical package allows the computational system to be
implemented in various computational environments, e.g.
SUN SparcStation, IMB-RS6000, PC/Linux, and Microsoft
Windows-95.

In order to illustrate the actual user-interface, Fig. 3
shows different features of the FESTA software available
during a self-adaptive simulation. All the windows display
different instances of a frame under uniform compressive
loading on the top. The upper left window shows the initial
®nite element mesh (obtained by means of trans®nite
mapping) and boundary conditions. The upper right and
center right windows show the re®ned ®nite element
meshes, using quads and triangles, respectively, after one
step of self-adaptive analysis. The center left window dis-
plays both the original and displaced shape of the struc-
ture. Both lower windows show contour plots: the left one
illustrates the distribution of the ratio of the error (with
respect to an average error) over the problem domain,
while the right one shows the distribution of sensitivity of
the stress ®eld rxx, i.e. orxx=ox.

4
Patch recoveries, revisited
Initially, this section describes the SPR based on weighted
least square systems. Afterwards, the REP is described and
the connections between the two recovery procedures are
pointed out. Next, an extension of the SPR technique for
sensitivity analysis using the FEM is presented.

4.1
Super-convergent Patch Recovery (SPR)
A generic ®eld (e.g. stress) can be approximated by the
polynomial expansion

�r � Pa �15�
where P contains the appropriate polynomial terms, and
a is a set of unknown parameters. Note that this expan-

sion is used for each component of the stress tensor. For
example, for 2D problems and quadratic (8 noded iso-
parametric) ®nite elements (see Fig. 4), the following

GaussShape AnModelNode

FEM

Node Material Element AnModel LoadElem Error Sens

Fig. 2. FESTA OOP class organization

2 For further details about object-oriented programming, see the
book by Stroustrup (1991).
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approximation is recommended (Zienkiewicz and
Zhu 1992a)

P � �1; x; y; x2; xy; y2� �16�
a � �a0; a1; a2; a3; a4; a5�T �17�
The unknown coef®cient a can be obtained through a
weighted least square ®t of the polynomial expansion (15)
to the values of r obtained from the ®nite element solution
at the sampling points, i.e. r̂. Small patches of elements
are used to perform local least square ®ts, and a weighting
parameter (wi) is considered here to emphasize the in-

¯uence of the sampling points which are closer to the
patch assembly node (see Fig. 4). Thus,

wi � 1=qp
i �18�

where qi is the Euclidean distance between the sampling
point i and the patch assembly node, and p is an integer.
In practical applications p is generally in the range be-
tween 0 and 4. The case p � 0 corresponds to the original
SPR (Zienkiewicz and Zhu 1992a), i.e. with uniform
weighting. It is important to mention that the weighting
function is effective for solving problems with steep gra-

Fig. 3. Overview of the FESTA Interface
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dients. It also alleviates ill-conditioning problems associ-
ated with the standard SPR.

To illustrate the discrete superconvergent recovery,
consider a patch of elements containing m sampling
points, as shown in Fig. 4. For a generic sampling point i
in this patch, let �xi;yi� be the Cartesian coordinates in the
global axes. Thus, the weighted least square problem is
reduced to the minimization of the following functional

G �
Xm

i�1

w2
i r̂�xi; yi� ÿ �r�xi; yi�� �2 �19�

Substituting Eq. (15) in Eq. (19), one obtains

G �
Xm

i�1

w2
i r̂�xi; yi� ÿP�xi; yi�a� �2 �20�

The minimization problem is solved by setting oG=oa � 0,
which leads to the following set of linear algebraic equa-
tions

Aa � b �21�
where

A �
Xm

i�1

w2
i P

T�xi; yi�P�xi; yi� �22�

b �
Xm

i�1

w2
i P

T�xi; yi�r̂�xi; yi� �23�

Finally, the set of simultaneous equations given by (21) can
be solved for the unknown vector a.

4.2
Recovery by Equilibrium in Patches (REP)
In the displacement-based FEM, once the equilibrium
equation is solved, the discrete equilibrium of all elements
is assured. Thus, every isolated patch XP will also be in
equilibrium. Using this argument, Boroomand and Zien-
kiewicz (1997) have shown thatZ

XP

BTr dX �
Z

XP

BTr̂ dX �24�

where B is the strain-displacement matrix and, as before,
r̂ denotes the ®nite element solution for stresses. For the
elastic case,

r̂ � DBû �25�
where û represents nodal displacement values and D is the
elasticity matrix. Substitution of Eq. (25) in the right-
hand-side of Eq. (24) leads toZ

XP

BTr dX �
Z

XP

BTDBû dX �26�

Now, consider a smooth representation of the stress ®eld
over the patch XP, as given by Eq. (15). Using this repre-
sentation on the left-hand-side of Eq. (26), one obtainsZ

XP

BTP dX

� �
a �

Z
XP

BTDB dX

� �
û �27�

This set of equations can be rewritten in matrix form as

Ha � FP �28�
where

H �
Z

XP

BTP dX �29�

and

FP �
Z

XP

BTDB dX

� �
û �30�

The computation of the polynomial coef®cients can be
obtained by means of a least square scheme. Let the error d
be

d � Haÿ FP �31�
Thus the function to be minimized is

F � dTd � Haÿ FP� �T Haÿ FP� � �32�
The minimization problem is solved by setting
oF=oa � 0, which leads to

a � HTH
� �ÿ1

HTFP �33�
where H and FP are given by Eqs. (29) and (30), re-
spectively.

An important factor affecting the accuracy of the
method is the number of elements and con®guration of the
patch. For the sake of simplicity, the same procedure
adopted for constructing the patches in the SPR is also
adopted in the REP process.

4.3
Sensitivity calculations
In this Section, a natural extension of the SPR is presented,
which consists of its use for calculation of sensitivity
quantities. The procedure is similar to the one proposed
by Liszka and Orkisz (1980) for the FDM. The technique is
a simple and effective means of directly computing de-
rivatives in ®nite element analysis. This offers the possi-
bility of using this method in conjunction with modern
techniques for sensitivity analysis and optimization in
computational mechanics.

Fig. 4. Patch Recovery Notation: D Sampling points; · Nodal
values determined by recovery procedure; � Nodal Points; �
Patch assembly node; qi distance between the sampling point i
and the patch assembly node
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Again, consider the patch of Fig. 4, and develop Taylor
expansions of a generic (differentiable) function f (e.g.
stress, strain, displacement, or related quantities) around
each sampling point of the patch. For instance, let �xo; yo�
denote the coordinates of the patch assembly node Po.
Thus

fi � fo � hi
ofo

ox
� ki

ofo

oy
� h2

i

2

o2fo

ox2

� k2
i

2

o2fo

oy2
� � � � � O�q3

i � �34�
where

fo � f �xo; yo�; fi � f �xi; yi�; hi � xi ÿ xo;

ki � yi ÿ yo; and qi �
���������������
h2

i � k2
i

q
:

�35�

Note that the expansion (34) must be performed for every
sampling point i in the patch. Similarly to the previous
subsection, the weighted least square problem is reduced
to the minimization of the following functional

F �
Xm

i�1

w2
i fi ÿ fo ÿ hi

ofo

ox
ÿ ki

ofo

oy
ÿ � � �

� �2
" #

�36�

The minimization problem can be solved by setting
oF=oc � 0; which leads to a linear system of the form

Ac � d �37�
where A is given by Eq. (22) with

P � 1; hi; ki; . . .� �: �38�
The right-hand-side of Eq. (37) is

d �
Xm

i�1

w2
i P

Tfi �39�

and the linear system of equations is solved with respect to
the unknowns

c � fo;
ofo

ox
;
ofo

oy
; � � �

� �T

�40�

The advantage of this formulation is that not only the
function, but also its sensitivities can be easily computed.
Moreover, the order of sensitivity to be calculated depends
on the number of terms used in the Taylor expansion (see
Eq. 34).

5
Mesh generation techniques
The required meshing characteristics of an integrated
system for interactive, self-adaptive ®nite element analysis
are robustness, versatility, and computational ef®ciency.
For 2D simulations, current meshing technology possesses
these characteristics. This section summarizes the devel-
oped methodology for 2D self-adaptive mesh generation
aimed on these characteristics. The meshing strategy is
based on four major components:

� Geometry-based mesh generation ± The simulation
model is de®ned by its geometry and topology. The
simulation attributes are linked to topological entities.

A simple topological description is adopted: a list of
regions, de®ned by a list of boundaries, which in turn
are de®ned by a list of curves. The geometrical prop-
erties are attached to the curves.

� Independent boundary and domain recursive decom-
position ± Boundary curves are discretized ``a priori''
using a recursive binary decomposition algorithm,
which is based on the error estimation analysis. Each
region domain is recursively enumerated using a
quadtree decomposition, which is based on the boun-
dary discretization and on the error estimation analysis.

� Mesh generation combining quadtree and Delaunay
techniques ± The mesh is generated in two stages. Ini-
tially, the interior of the region is meshed using tem-
plates based on quadtree decomposition. In a second
stage, the areas between the interior mesh and the
boundary of the region are meshed using a ``boundary
contraction technique'' based on a Delaunay triangula-
tion property.

� Automatic analysis attribute redistribution ± Because
attributes are attached to topological and geometrical
entities, simulation attributes are automatically reap-
plied to the generated elements, element boundaries,
and nodes of all meshes generated in the self-adaptive
process.

5.1
Mesh generation using triangular elements
The present strategy for adaptive meshing is described by
means of the example shown in Fig. 5. This ®gure shows
an ``L'' shape in-plane stress, with ®xed vertical displace-
ments at the upper horizontal border, ®xed horizontal
displacements at the right vertical border, a distributed
load along the left vertical border, and free tractions
elsewhere on the boundary. An initial ®nite element mesh
for this model is shown in this ®gure. This mesh is used as
the starting mesh for the self-adaptive process: the ®rst
error estimation analysis is performed based on this mesh.

5.1.1
Recursive boundary decomposition
One of the most important characteristics of the present
self-adaptive meshing strategy is that the boundary re®ne-
ment is enforced independently of the domain re®nement.
In fact, the domain discretization requires an ``a priori''

Fig. 5. Initial mesh and BCs
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boundary discretization. This enforces a better mesh gra-
dation along the generated mesh boundary. In this
boundary re®nement, each boundary curve is discretized
in its own parametric space. Therefore, the algorithm is
general for all classes of geometric curves.

The algorithm used to re®ne each boundary curve is a
one-dimensional version of the algorithm that is used to
re®ne the domain, which is based on a quadtree technique.
Each curve is decomposed using a binary tree technique.
The idea consists of recursively subdividing the curve into
segments whose sizes are computed based on the charac-
teristic sizes of ®nite elements adjacent to the curve. These
sizes are dictated by the error estimation analysis of the
previous step in the adaptive mesh re®nement.

The recursive binary re®nement algorithm is simple.
Each test point is located with respect to the current tree.
The cell where the point is located is recursively divided by
two until the size of the resulting cell is less than the
characteristic size of the element associated with the test
point. This process is repeated for each element edge
segment along the curve. Each segment mid point is lo-
cated in the tree resulting from the re®nement due to the
previous point.

Figure 6(a) shows an example of the binary re®nement
of a boundary curve. This straight line boundary curve
corresponds to one border of the model of Fig. 5. The
current curve discretization is shown in Fig. 6(a), where
the number of test points (in the middle of predicted re-
®nement segments) are indicated for each element edge.
The resulting curve discretization and binary tree are
shown in Fig. 6(b). Note that the binary tree is also in-
¯uenced by the characteristic size (hi) of the element.

Figure 7 shows the re®nement of all boundary curves of
the example model. As mentioned previously, in the pres-
ent meshing strategy, simulation attributes are attached to
the curves themselves instead of the element sides or nodes.
These attributes, after the boundary re®nement, are redis-
tributed to the new element sides and nodes.

5.1.2
Recursive domain decomposition
Several algorithms with different strategies have been
published in the literature for automatic meshing of 2D
regions. Among them, the algorithms based on recursive
spatial enumeration using quadtree (Yerry and Shep-
hard 1984; Baehmann et al. 1987) and the algorithms
based on Delaunay triangulation (Joe 1986; Chew 1989;
Lo 1989; Florani and Puppo 1992; Potyondy et al. 1995b)
are the most robust ones.

The quadtree technique has been successfully used for
2D ®nite element meshes for several years (Yerry and
Shephard 1984; Baehmann et al. 1987). Due to properties
of the quaternary tree, the algorithm is fast, ef®cient, and
produces a good transition between regions of different
degrees of mesh re®nement. One of the problems with this
technique is that the boundary re®nement is dictated by
the domain cell decomposition. This produces an irregular
generation of boundary nodes with little positioning con-
trol. The algorithm, in its original version, cannot conform
with a given boundary re®nement, which is a very useful
property for the combination of different meshing algo-
rithms and is essential for local mesh modi®cations.

The present adaptive meshing strategy combines the
advantages of the quadtree and boundary contraction

4 4 4 43 3 3 32 20 01

0

1
2

4
3

3 3 2 2

a b Fig. 6. a Current curve discretization; b
Corresponding binary tree

Fig. 7. Boundary re®nement Fig. 8. Initial quadtree
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techniques. The present technique can be considered as a
hybrid algorithm between the traditional Shephard's
quadtree approach (Baehmann et al. 1987) and Potyondy's
boundary contraction technique with a quadtree interior
point generation (Potyondy et al. 1995b). The domain
discretization conforms with the ``a priori'' boundary re-
®nement (described previously). No additional nodes are
created on the boundary curves.

Figures 8 to 14 illustrate the current meshing algorithm
corresponding to the adopted ``L'' shape example. Figure 8
shows the initial quadtree, which is de®ned solely on the
prede®ned boundary re®nement. This tree is further re-
®ned based on the error analysis, i.e. the quadtree cell sizes
are de®ned considering the characteristic ®nite element

sizes predicted by the error estimator. This is shown in
Fig. 9.

Following the traditional quadtree meshing ap-
proach (Baehmann et al. 1987), ®nite elements are gener-
ated in the interior cells using templates. These templates
require the maximum difference in depth level for two
adjacent cells to be one. For the model example, Fig. 10
shows the cell decomposition after re®ning the interior
cells to conform with this requirement. Figure 11 shows
generated elements in the interior cells using templates for
triangles, together with the associated quadtree, and
Fig. 12 shows the ®nal interior mesh.

A major difference between the present algorithm and
the traditional quadtree meshing is that only interior cells
are considered for generating elements based on the
quadtree decomposition. The narrow areas between the
interior cells and the domain boundary are meshed in a
unique process. In the present case, a boundary contrac-
tion procedure generates the mesh in the remaining area.
No new interior node is generated in this process. A
property of the Delaunay triangulation is used for the
creation of triangular elements. Given a segment of the
current boundary, the selection of a boundary node for the
creation of a triangle is based on the maximum included
angle. Because the boundary is not necessarily convex,
additional checks are needed to avoid triangle overlap-
ping (Shaw and Pitchen 1978). Figure 13 shows the gen-
erated triangular elements along the model boundary.

A problem with the boundary contraction technique is
the quadratic complexity with respect of the number of

Fig. 9. Quadtree considering error analysis

Fig. 10. Quadtree for one depth level

Fig. 11. Quadtree and interior mesh

Fig. 12. Interior mesh

Fig. 13. Resulting mesh
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mesh nodes. In the present case, the algorithm is enhanced
by taking into account the existing quadtree domain de-
composition. The selection of nodes for triangle or quad-
rilateral creation exploits the quadtree data structure to
avoid testing of nodes that are not in the vicinity of the
boundary segment in consideration. This is certainly an
important ef®ciency gain of the present algorithm when
compared to previous boundary contraction procedures.

The ®nal step of the mesh generation is a node coor-
dinate smoothing by averaging the coordinates of adjacent
nodes. For the present example, the ®nal mesh is shown in
Fig. 14.

5.2
Mesh generation using quadrilateral elements
For the generation of quadrilateral elements, a combina-
tion of the procedure devised by Potyondy et al. (1995b)
and the templates of the quadtree technique is adopted
here. An example, parallel to the one in the previous
section, is given in Figs. 15 to 26. The boundary contrac-
tion algorithm generates quadrilaterals (preferentially)
and triangles using pairs of boundary segments (cf
Fig. 17). To this effect, pairs of boundary segments and
double interior cells (as mentioned previously) in the
quadtree are considered. After the generation of quadri-
laterals and triangles by the boundary contraction proce-
dure, templates are used for the creation of quadrilateral
®nite elements. This algorithm requires an even number of
boundary segments. This is achieved in the boundary re-
®nement by subdividing the smallest boundary segment of
each curve into two if the ®nal number of segments of the

Fig. 14. Final mesh (after smoothing)

Fig. 15. Initial mesh and BCs

Fig. 16. Boundary re®nement

Fig. 17. Initial quadtree

Fig. 18. Quadtree considering error analysis

Fig. 19. Quadtree for one depth level
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curve is odd. The subdivision of the smallest segment
guarantees the boundary gradation and provides a more
re®ned boundary where the error is larger.

Consider the initial ®nite element mesh, made up of
linear quadrilateral elements (Q4), as illustrated in Fig. 15
(cf Fig. 5). Figure 16 shows the boundary discretization, as
a result of the recursive decomposition technique, from
the error analysis obtained using the initial mesh.

The use of pairs of segments leads to some modi®ca-
tions in the treatment of the quadtree, with respect to the
recursive domain decomposition. The generation of the
initial quadtree is performed considering these pairs of
segments, which results in cells with double the size when
compared to the resulting sizes if the boundary segments
were considered one by one. Figure 17 illustrates this
point for the current example.

The re®nement of the quadtree due to the error anal-
ysis calculated in the previous mesh also takes into ac-

Fig. 20. Quadtree and interior mesh

Fig. 21. Interior mesh

Original Polygon Nodes

Added polygon Nodesa b

Original Polygon Nodes

Added polygon Nodesa b

Fig. 22 a, b. Transforming a collection of polygons into a col-
lection of strictly 4-sided polygons. The original collection of 3
and 4 sided polygons is shown in a, while the resulting collection
of 4-sided polygons is shown in b

Fig. 23. Mesh with quads and triangles

Fig. 24. Resulting mesh
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Fig. 25. Quadrilateral element mesh smoothing procedure. The
position of each internal node is adjusted to lie at the centroid of
the polygon formed by its adjacent elements

Fig. 26. Final mesh (after smoothing)
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count (for the same reason) double the characteristic size
of the element dictated by the error analysis, to be con-
sistent with the generation of the initial quadtree. Fig-
ure 18 shows the quadtree after consideration of the error
analysis.

Accordingly, the segment pairs are used to classify the
cells as "boundary", with respect to the distance to the
boundary contour. The vertex cells consider only the
vertices of the segment pairs, i.e. they do not consider the
vertex between the segments, although this vertex belongs
to the boundary. These particular vertices are considered
at the ®nal stage of the algorithm. This classi®cation is also
used for mesh generation using triangles. However, in this
case, each boundary segment is considered independently,
while here, for quadrilateral mesh generation, pairs of
segments are adopted.

The treatment of the quadtree in order to ensure only
one depth level between adjacent cells is the same one used
for triangular elements, as explained in the previous Sec-
tion. Figure 19 illustrates the quadtree with only one depth
level.

The templates for quadrilateral elements were devised
in such a way that the cells have twice the size of the cells
for generating triangular elements. In the present case, this
is considered to re®ne the quadtree cells taking into ac-
count the boundary discretization and the error estimation
analysis. These templates are then employed in the interior
cells, according to the observations described above. The
®nite elements generated by the templates, together with
the associated quadtree, are given in Fig. 20. The interior
mesh is shown in Fig. 21.

The boundary contraction algorithm also has to be
modi®ed in order to consider pairs of boundary segments.
It initially generates a mesh with quadrilateral (preferably)
and triangular polygons that will be treated in order to
generate the ®nal quadrilateral elements. The criterion
for the quadrilateral element generation (Potyondy
et al. 1995b) is similar to the one adopted for the trian-
gular meshing, i.e. it adopts a ``best angle criterion,'' ac-
cording to the Delaunay triangulation. Each polygon of the
current mesh is subdivided into a set of quadrilateral el-
ements by inserting a new vertex in its centroid. Figure 22
illustrates this idea.

Note that the new vertices obtained, when each edge of
the polygon is subdivided, may already exist (it occurs, for
example, in a boundary edge). Thus the algorithm should
verify if the vertex to be created already exists. An opti-
mized algorithm, which uses information from the tree
and avoids exhaustive searches, is adopted here. Figure 23
shows the ®nite element mesh with both triangular and
quadrilateral elements at the boundary region, and Fig. 24

presents the resulting mesh with only quadrilateral ele-
ments.

Finally, a smoothing procedure is applied based on an
algorithm proposed by Zhu et al. (1991). Each internal
vertex is re-located towards the centroid of the polygon of
its vicinity. This procedure tends to generate quadrilaterals
of optimum shape and is illustrated in Fig. 25. Fig. 26
shows the ®nal mesh after this smoothing procedure.

6
Numerical implementation aspects
This Section presents some implementation aspects of the
FESTA software, illustrating the interconnections among
different modules of the whole system. Speci®c pseudo-
codes for the SPR and REP techniques are provided, which
show how to transform the governing formulae to matrix
form using an OOP philosophy.

The notation adopted for the pseudo-codes is explained
next.

� The initial capital letters of each pseudo-code name
indicates the OOP class which is responsible for im-
plementing the corresponding method, e.g. FEM_-
StressRecoverySPR means that this method belongs to
the FEM class;

� Each pseudo-code has a de®nition line on the top that
de®nes the input and output explicitly, which are in-
dicated as in or out, respectively;

� Algorithmic key words such as if, begin, end, foreach,
among others, are indicated in bold;

� Vectors and matrices are denoted by f�g and ���, re-
spectively, while components of vectors or matrices are
denoted by means of subscripts (e.g. f�g�i�, ����i;j�);

� Comments are indicated in italic (after symbol //).

Only the most important methods, which are necessary for
understanding the SPR techniques, are presented here,
namely FEM_StressRecoverySPR, NODE_Compute
StressSPR, ELEM_ComputeAbMatricesSPR, and ELEM_-
RecoverStressSPR. These are presented in Pseudo-codes 1
to 4, respectively. It is worth mentioning that, in order to
implement the REP technique, relatively small modi®ca-
tions in the SPR pseudo-codes are needed. These modi®-
cations are mostly related to the implementation of
Eqs. (24) to (33), i.e. computation of the matrices H and
F. Therefore, only the pseudo-code responsible for com-

puting the matrices A and b (Eqs. (15) to (23)) needs to
be changed in order to implement the REP technique.
Thus, according to the notation adopted above, this
pseudo-code is renamed ELEM_ComputeHFMatricesREP,
and it is presented in Pseudo-code 5.

Pseudo-code 1: FEM_StressRecoverySPR

FEM_StressRecoverySPR(out: �rec stress�; out: fcounterg)
begin

// Get total number of nodes in the mesh
num mesh node  ÿ NODE_GetNumMeshNodes();
// Get number of stress components
num stress comp  ÿ ANMODEL_GetNumStressComp();
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// Initialize recovered stress data structure
foreach nodal point �i�; i � 1; . . . ; num mesh node
begin
fcounterg�i�  ÿ 0
foreach stress component � j�; j � 1; . . . ; num stress comp
begin
�rec stress��i;j�  ÿ 0:0

end
end
// Loop over the nodes to recover nodal stresses by means of the SPR procedure
foreach nodal point �i�; i � 1; . . . ; num mesh node
begin

NODE_ComputeStresSPR (i; �rec stress�; fcounterg)
end
// Update nodal recovered stresses
foreach nodal point �i�; i � 1; . . . ; num mesh node
begin

foreach stress component � j�; j � 1; . . . ; num stress comp
begin
�rec stress��i;j�  ÿ �rec stress��i;j� = fcounterg�i�;

end
end

end

Pseudo-code 2: NODE_ComputeStressSPR

NODE_ComputeStressSPR(in: node; out: �rec stress�; out: fcounterg)
begin

// Check to see if current node can be considered as a PATCH NODE:
// Get list of adjacent elements
num adj elem  ÿ ELEM_GetAdjElem(node; fadj elemg);
if(num adj elem � 2) return;
// Check to see if adjacent elements have different materials
material ÿ ELEM_GetMaterial(fadj elemg�1�);
foreach adjacent element �i�; i � 2; . . . ; num adj elem
begin

current material ÿ ELEM_GetMaterial(fadj elemg�i�);
if (material 6� current material ) return;

end
// Check to see if current node is a corner node
if (SHAPE_CornerNode(node ) � false ) return;
// Get number of nodes per element
num node  ÿ SHAPE_GetNumElemNodes(fadj elemg�1�);
// Get number of polynomial terms
num poly term  ÿ SHAPE_GetNumPolyTerms(fadj elemg�1�);
// Get number of stress components
num stress comp  ÿ ANMODEL_GetNumStressComp();
// Get memory for vector of polynomial terms
fpoly termg  ÿ AllocVector(num poly term);
// Get memory for vector of recovered nodes
frec nodeg  ÿ AllocVector(num node � num adj elem);
// Get memory for matrices [A], [a], and [b]
�A�  ÿ AllocMatrix(num poly term; num poly term);
�a�  ÿ AllocMatrix(num poly term; num stress comp);
�b�  ÿ AllocMatrix(num poly term; num stress comp);
// Loop over the elements of the current PATCH
foreach adjacent element �i�; i � 1; . . . ; num adj elem
begin

// Compute element contributions for matrices [A] and [b]
ELEM_ComputeAbMatricesSPR(node; fadj elemg�i�; �A�; �b�);

end
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// Solve linear system of equations with multiple right hand sides: [A] [a] = [b]
�a�  ÿ �A�ÿ1�b�
// Loop over the elements of the current PATCH for de®ning the nodes to be recovered
foreach adjacent element �i�; i � 1; . . . ; num adj elem
begin

// Select nodes to be recovered
ELEM_GetRecoveredNodes(fadj elemg�i�; num rec node; frec nodeg);

end
// Recover stress values for each selected node
foreach recovered node �i�; i � 1; . . . ; num rec node
begin

// Get Cartesian coordinates of current recovered node
Cart coord  ÿ NODE_GetCartCoord(frec nodeg�i�);
// Get polynomial terms for current recovered node
SHAPE_GetPolyTerms(Cart coord; fpoly termg);
// Recover stress values for current node
ELEM_RecoverStressSPR( frec nodeg�i�; num poly term; fpoly termg, �a�; �rec stress�; fcounterg);

end
end

Pseudo-code 3: ELEM_ComputeAbMatricesSPR

ELEM_ComputeAbMatricesSPR(in: node; in: elem; out: �A�; out: �b�)
begin

// Get number of nodes per element
num node  ÿ SHAPE_GetNumElemNodes(elem);
// Get number of polynomial terms
num poly term  ÿ SHAPE_GetNumPolyTerms(elem);
// Get number of stress components
num stress comp  ÿ ANMODEL_GetNumStressComp();
// Get memory for vector of stresses
fstressg  ÿ AllocVector(num stress comp);
// Get memory for vector of polynomial terms
fpoly termg  ÿ AllocVector(num poly term);
// Get memory for vector of shape functions
fshapeg  ÿ AllocVector(num node);
// Get memory for vector of nodal coordinates
fnodal coordg  ÿ AllocVector(num node);
// Get Cartesian coordinates of element nodes
SHAPE_GetCartCoord(elem; fnodal coordg);
// Get Cartesian coordinates of the patch node
patch coord  ÿ NODE_GetCartCoord(node);
// Get number of integration points of current element
num int point  ÿ GAUSS_GetNumIntPoints(elem);
// Loop over the integration points
foreach integration point �i�; i � 1; . . . ; num int point
begin

// Get local coordinates of current integration point
local int point coord  ÿ GAUSS_GetLocalCoord(i );
// Get shape functions for current integration point
SHAPE_GetShapeFunction(local int point coord; fshapeg);
// Get stress values at integration point (from previous ®nite element analysis)
fstressg  ÿ fFiniteElementStressDatag
// Compute Cartesian coordinates of the current integration point
foreach element node � j�; j � 1; . . . ; num node
begin

Cart int point coord  ÿ Cart int point coord � shape� j�� nodal coord� j�
end
// Compute Euclidean distance between integration point and patch node
distance ÿ ComputeDistance(patch coord; Cart int point coord );
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// Compute weighting parameter: ``p'' is given by the user in the range from 0 to 4
weight  ÿ 1=distancep;
// Get polynomial terms for current integration point
SHAPE_GetPolyTerms(Cart int point coord; fpoly termg);
// Compute contribution for matrices [A] and [b]
foreach polynomial term � j�; j � 1; . . . ; num poly term
begin

foreach polynomial term �k�; k � 1; . . . ; num poly term
begin
�A�� j;k�  ÿ �A�� j;k� � weight2 � poly term� j� � fpoly termg�k�;

end
foreach stress component �k�; k � 1; . . . ; num stress comp
begin
�b�� j;k�  ÿ �b�� j;k� � weight2 � poly term� j� � fstressg�k�;

end
end

end
end

Pseudo-code 4: ELEM_RecoverStressSPR

ELEM_RecoverStressSPR(in: node; in: num poly term; in: fpoly termg; in: �a�; out: �rec stress�; out: fcounterg)
begin

// Get number of stress components
num stress comp  ÿ ANMODEL_GetNumStressComp();
// Update number of times that current node has been recovered
fcounterg�node�  ÿ fcounterg�node� � 1;
// Loop over the stresses components
foreach stress component �i�; i � 1; . . . ; num stress comp
begin

// Loop over the polynomial terms
foreach polynomial term �j�; j � 1; . . . ; num poly term
begin
�rec stress��node;i�  ÿ �rec stress��node;i� � fpoly termg� j� � �a�� j;i�;

end
end

end

Pseudo-code 5: ELEM_ComputeHFMatricesREP

ELEM_ComputeHFMatricesREP(in: node; in: elem; out: �H�; out: �F�)
begin

// Get number of nodes per element
num node  ÿ SHAPE_GetNumElemNodes(elem);
// Get number of degrees of freedom per node
num dof node  ÿ ANMODEL_GetNumDofNode(node);
// Compute number of degrees of freedom of current element
num dof elem  ÿ num node � num dof node;
// Get number of polynomial terms
num poly term  ÿ SHAPE_GetNumPolyTerms(elem);
// Get dimension of matrix [B] (strain-displacement matrix)
dim B mat  ÿ ANMODEL_GetDimBMatrix();
// Get total number of components to be recovered
num rec comp  ÿ num poly term � dim B mat;
// Get memory for element stiffness matrix
�elem stiff �  ÿ AllocMatrix(num dof elem; num dof elem);
// Get memory for element displacement vector
felem dispg  ÿ AllocVector(num dof elem);
// Get memory for vector of shape functions
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7
Computational experiments
The effectiveness of the FESTA software is assessed by
means of representative numerical examples. The exam-
ples illustrate properties associated with the interconnec-
tions among ®nite element analysis, error estimators/
adaptive techniques and automatic mesh generation
schemes using quadtree and Delaunay triangulation. The
following examples are presented:

(1) L-Shaped Plate
(2) Plate with Holes

The ®rst set of examples involves an L-shaped plate. A
comparative study involving both adaptive and uniform
meshes is conducted. Self-adaptive calculations are carried
out using both SPR and REP. In this study, Q8 ®nite ele-
ments are considered. The second set of examples consists
of investigating self-adaptive solutions obtained for a plate
with holes. Adaptive meshing is considered using the SPR
and various element types, e.g. T3, T6, Q4, and Q8.
Moreover, sensitivity calculations are also performed for
this example.

7.1
L-shaped plate
A square plate of unit thickness with a square hole, under
plane stress conditions, is considered here. Due to sym-
metry, only one quarter of the domain is discretized, as
shown in Fig. 5. The uniformly distributed load is q � 1:0,
the external dimensions are 100:0� 100:0, the dimensions
of the square hole are 50:0� 50:0, and the material has
E � 105 and m � 0:3. Consistent units are used. The com-
putational experiments are performed with Q8 elements
and using an error tolerance gmax � 5%. The exact errors
are computed in terms of the squared energy norm of the
``exact'' solution, jjUjj2ex � 0:311332 (see Baehmann and
Shephard 1989).

Three adaptive steps are carried out using both the SPR
(see Figs. 27 to 30) and REP (see Figs. 31 to 34). Moreover,
a sequence of uniform meshes is provided in Figs. 35 to 40.
Tables 1, 2 and 3 present some of the results obtained
during the analysis, such as: number of the current
adaptive step (Step #, for the adaptive meshes) or the
identi®cation of the mesh (Mesh #, for the uniform
meshes), total number of nodes (#Nodes), total number of

fshapeg  ÿ AllocVector(num node);
// Get memory for vector of nodal coordinates
fnodal coordg  ÿ AllocVector(num node);
// Get Cartesian coordinates of element nodes
SHAPE_GetCartCoord(elem; fnodal coordg);
// Get memory for matrix [B] (strain-displacement matrix)
�B�  ÿ AllocMatrix(dim B mat; num dof elem);
// Get memory for matrix [P] (matrix with the polynomial terms)
�P�  ÿ AllocMatrix(dim B mat; num rec comp);
// Get number of integration points of current element
num int point  ÿ GAUSS_GetNumIntPoints(elem);
// Loop over the integration points
foreach integration point �i�; i � 1; . . . ; num int point
begin

// Get local coordinates of current integration point
local int point coord  ÿ GAUSS_GetLocalCoord(i);
// Get shape functions for current integration point
SHAPE_GetShapeFunction(local int point coord; fshapeg);
// Compute Cartesian coordinates of the current integration point
foreach element node � j�; j � 1; . . . ; num node
begin

Cart int point coord ÿ Cart int point coord � shape� j� � nodal coord� j�
end
// Get [B] matrix at current integration point
ELEM_GetBMatrix(local int point coord; �B�);
// Get [P] matrix at current integration point
ELEM_GetPMatrix(Cart int point coord; �P�);
// Compute contribution of current element to matrix [H]
�H�  ÿ �H� � �B�T � �P�;

end
// Compute current element stiffness matrix
�elem stiff �  ÿ ELEM_ComputeElemStiffMat(elem);
// Get element displacements (from previous ®nite element analysis)
felem dispg  ÿ fFiniteElementDisplacementDatag
// Compute contribution of current element to matrix [F]
�F�  ÿ �F� � �elem stiff � � felem dispg;

end
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Fig. 27. Initial mesh

Fig. 28. 1st. Adaptive step ± (SPR)

Fig. 29. 2nd. Adaptive step ± (SPR)

Fig. 30. 3rd. Adaptive step ± (SPR)

Fig. 31. Initial mesh

Fig. 32. 1st. Adaptive step ± (REP)

Fig. 33. 2nd. Adaptive step ± (REP)

Fig. 34. 3rd. Adaptive step ± (REP)
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elements (#Elem), total number of degrees of freedom
(#DOF), central processing unit (CPU) time, and current
relative error. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the permissible

error is achieved in the second iterative step. If the process
is continued, the global error drops even more, as ex-
pected. For comparable error levels, the REP leads to more

Fig. 35. Uniform Mesh #1

Fig. 36. Uniform Mesh #2

Fig. 37. Uniform Mesh #3

Fig. 38. Uniform Mesh #4

Table 1. Results obtained with the adaptive meshes (using SPR technique)

Step (#) #Node #Elem #DOF Time (sec)� Error (%)

FEA Meshing

Initial 53 12 96 0.62 0.58 12.60
1 344 103 670 8.60 1.62 5.28
2 767 242 1516 35.63 3.48 2.83
3 1194 381 2366 92.26 ± 1.37

� Using a SUN Sparc Station 20

Fig. 39. Uniform Mesh #5

Fig. 40. Uniform Mesh #6
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DOFs than the SPR for this example. For the uniform
meshes, Table 3 shows that the permissible error is
achieved after 3 re®nement steps, i.e. for Mesh #4. The
re®nement is continued a couple times leading to a ®nal
error of 3:49%. Although the #DOFs is comparable for Step
#3 of Table 1 and Mesh #6 of Table 3, the error is smaller
in the former case. Thus, selective re®nement by means of
the SPR leads to a better convergence rate than that of
uniform meshes.

In Tables 4, 5 and 6, the effectivity of the error estimates
is studied. These Tables provide the Step # for adaptive
meshes, or Mesh # for uniform meshes, the energy norm of
the ®nite element solution jjUhjj2, the energy norm of the
approximation of the error jjejj2es and jjejjes, the estimated
error ges (see Eq. (9)), the energy norm of the exact error
jjejj2ex and jjejjex (where jjejj2ex � jjUjj2ex ÿ jjUhjj2), the exact
error gex (%), and the effectivity index h. This index is
de®ned by

h � jjejjes

jjejjex

: �41�

If h > 1:0, the error is overestimated, and if h < 1:0, the
error is underestimated. The effectivity index for all the
meshes using the SPR and REP is very close to 1:0. As
expected, the effectivity index for uniform meshes is not as
close to 1:0 as the adaptive meshes. This can be seen from
the last column of Tables 4 and 6.

Adaptive meshes using the SPR and REP (Tables 4 and
5) converge very fast to the actual value of jjUhjj2 up to 3
decimal digits accuracy. The uniform meshes (Table 6)
show a much slower convergence. This can be veri®ed by
comparing the 3rd. column of Tables 4, 5 and 6 with the
``analytical'' solution.

Finally, Fig. 41 shows a graph of log�jjejjes� � log�#DOF�
for the adaptive re®nement using SPR and REP, and for
the uniform meshes. The adaptive meshes show better

Table 5. Parameters obtained with the adaptive meshes (using REP technique)

Step #DOF kUhk2 kek2
es kekes ges (%) kek2

ex kekex gex (%) h

Initial 96 0.307074 0.008663 0.093075 16.56 0.004258 0.065253 11.69 1.426371
1 518 0.309694 0.001384 0.037202 6.67 0.001638 0.040472 7.25 0.919203
2 1756 0.310920 0.000573 0.023937 4.29 0.000412 0.020297 3.64 1.179337
3 3986 0.311293 0.000055 0.007416 1.33 0.000039 0.006245 1.12 1.187510

Table 4. Parameters obtained with the adaptive meshes (using SPR technique)

Step #DOF kUhk2 kek2
es kekes ges (%) kek2

ex kekex gex (%) h

Initial 96 0.307074 0.004954 0.070385 12.60 0.004258 0.065253 11.69 1.078642
1 670 0.310038 0.000865 0.029411 5.27 0.001294 0.035972 6.45 0.817603
2 1516 0.311040 0.000249 0.015779 2.83 0.000292 0.017088 3.06 0.923396
3 2366 0.311263 0.000059 0.007681 1.38 0.000069 0.008307 1.49 0.924684

Table 3. Results obtained with the uniform meshes (using SPR technique)

Mesh (#) #Node #Elem #DOF Time (sec)� (FEA) Error (%)

1 53 12 96 0.62 12.60
2 177 48 336 3.10 6.92
3 373 108 720 9.60 5.33
4 641 192 1248 24.93 4.46
5 981 300 1920 61.10 3.89
6 1393 432 2736 120.46 3.49

� Using a SUN Sparc Station 20

Table 2. Results obtained with the adaptive meshes (using REP technique)

Step (#) #Node #Elem #DOF Time (sec)� Error (%)

FEA Meshing

Initial 53 12 96 0.98 0.72 16.56
1 270 77 518 8.87 3.85 6.67
2 883 282 1756 56.20 12.43 4.29
3 2010 645 3986 235.19 ± 1.33

� Using a SUN Sparc Station 20
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convergence than the uniform ones. For this speci®c ex-
ample, the behavior of both SPR and REP is in agreement
with observations by Boroomand and Zienkiewicz (1997).

7.2
Plate with holes
The numerical model here consists of a three-hole plate
under plane-strain, for which a complete self-adaptive
analysis is performed. The geometry and boundary con-
ditions, as well as some numerical parameters (in consis-
tent units) used in this example, are shown in Fig. 42. This
problem has been studied by Baehmann (1989) and Ca-
valcante Neto (1994). However, they have used triangular
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Fig. 41. log�kekes� � log�#DOF�

Table 7. Self-adaptive results for plate under plane-strain

Element Adaptive Step # #Node #Elem #DOF Time (sec)� Error (%)

FEA Meshing

(Initial Mesh) 81 118 152 2.78 41.52 28.71
T3 1 978 1740 1925 88.51 427.05 13.56

2 2910 5415 5782 737.49 ± 7.45

(Initial Mesh) 282 118 546 5.15 5.85 15.91
T6 1 935 421 1842 19.55 9.26 7.07

2 1394 642 2758 34.32 ± 4.85

(Initial Mesh) 81 59 152 1.98 43.10 27.79
Q4 1 1438 1335 2846 105.11 422.47 9.72

2 5204 4964 10346 1310.53 ± 4.66

(Initial Mesh) 223 59 428 3.60 5.88 16.56
Q8 1 1421 439 2808 38.50 19.68 6.10

2 2766 872 5494 96.93 ± 3.83

� Using a SUN Sparc Station 20
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Fig. 42. Plate with holes

Table 6. Parameters obtained with the uniform meshes (using SPR technique)

Mesh (#) #DOF kUhk2 kek2
es kekes ges (%) kek2

ex kekex gex (%) h

1 96 0.307074 0.004954 0.070385 12.60 0.004258 0.065253 11.69 1.078642
2 336 0.309580 0.001488 0.038575 6.92 0.001752 0.041857 7.50 0.921592
3 720 0.310241 0.000886 0.029766 5.33 0.001091 0.033030 5.92 0.901173
4 1248 0.310547 0.000619 0.024879 4.46 0.000785 0.028018 5.02 0.887970
5 1920 0.310722 0.000472 0.021726 3.89 0.000610 0.024698 4.43 0.879660
6 2736 0.310836 0.000379 0.019468 3.49 0.000496 0.022271 3.99 0.874139
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elements, while in the present work, both linear and
quadratic, triangular (T3, and T6) and quadrilateral (Q4,
and Q8) elements are used. As indicated in Fig. 42, the
permissible relative error is gmax � 10% for all elements.
Table 7 shows that, for the T6, Q4, and Q8 meshes, the
permissible error is achieved in just one iteration of
the adaptive procedure. If the process is continued, then
the (global) error drops even more ± however, as expected,
there is a substantial increase in the number of DOFs. The

Table presents, for each iterative step, some results ob-
tained during the self-adaptive analysis: number of the
current step (Adaptive Step), total number of nodes
(#Node), total number of elements (#Elem), total number
of degrees-of-freedom (#DOF), FEA and meshing time,
and the current relative error. The initial ®nite element
meshes and the two re®ned meshes corresponding to the
self-adaptive steps (for each element type) are shown in
Figs. 43 to 45 for the T3 mesh, Figs. 46 to 48 for the T6

Fig. 43. Initial ®nite element mesh (T3)

Fig. 44. 1st. Self-adaptive step (T3)

Fig. 45. 2nd. Self-adaptive step (T3)

Fig. 46. Initial ®nite element mesh (T6)

Fig. 47. 1st. Self-adaptive step (T6)

Fig. 48. 2nd. Self-adaptive step (T6)
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mesh, Figs. 49 to 51 for the Q4 mesh, and Figs. 52 to 54 for
the Q8 mesh. Note that the adapted mesh with T3 ele-
ments, shown in Fig. 45, displays re®nement out of the
region of stress concentration. This problem might be
attributed to the actual error estimator and the type of
element employed. In general, all the elements provide a
relatively good mesh gradation, however, the aspect ratio

obtained with triangles (Figs. 43 to 48) is better than that
obtained with quads (Figs. 49 to 54).

7.2.1
Sensitivity calculation
The performance of the FESTA software is evaluated by
means of sensitivity calculations. For this purpose, the

Fig. 49. Initial ®nite element mesh (Q4)

Fig. 50. 1st. Self-adaptive step (Q4)

Fig. 51. 2nd. Self-adaptive step (Q4)

Fig. 52. Initial ®nite element mesh (Q8)

Fig. 53. 1st. Self-adaptive step (Q8)

Fig. 54. 2nd. Self-adaptive step (Q8)
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function corresponding to the rxx stress ®eld (see the ex-
ample given in the previous section) is recovered using the
sensitivity formulation proposed in Sect. 3.3. The sensi-
tivity results are comparable to the ones obtained with the
®nite element analysis, as illustrated by Figs. 55 and 56.
The sensitivities orxx=ox and orxx=oy are given in Figs. 57
and 58.

8
Concluding remarks and extensions
A methodology for self-adaptive numerical analysis using
the FEM has been presented. Based on ®ve major modules
± namely preprocessor, ®nite element code, error/sensi-
tivity analysis, mesh (re-)generator, and postprocessor ±
the self-adaptive simulations are performed in a robust,
versatile, ¯exible, and integrated (object oriented) com-

putational environment called FESTA (Finite Element
System Technology in Adaptivity). It provides a basic
platform for numerical analyses and further development,
e.g. implementation of new elements, analysis procedures,
error estimators, and sensitivity methods. The effective-
ness of the FESTA software is demonstrated by represen-
tative numerical examples illustrating features of
automatic mesh generators and the interconnections
among ®nite element analysis, recovery procedures, error
estimator/adaptivity and mesh generation.

A general implementation of the SPR and the recently
proposed REP is presented. Both SPR and REP are com-
pared and used for error estimation and for guiding sev-
eral adaptive remeshing processes. Moreover, the SPR is
also extended for calculating sensitivities of ®rst, second,
and higher orders. The mesh regeneration (rather than

Fig. 55. Stress ®eld rxx calculated by means of sensitivity analysis

Fig. 56. Nodal smoothing ®nite element values of rxx stress ®eld
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enrichment) procedure is accomplished by combining
quadtree and Delaunay triangulation techniques. Surface
mesh generation in arbitrary domains is performed auto-
matically during the self-adaptive analysis using either
quadrilateral or triangular elements. Currently, this tech-
nology is being used for 2D fracture propagation simula-
tion by Potyondy et al. (1995a, b) and ArauÂjo et al. (1997).

A natural subject for future research is the extension of
FESTA to three-dimensional (3D) problems. The main
ingredient for 3D self-adaptive analysis is an automatic 3D
mesh generator. Extension of the 2D mesh generation
techniques presented here (e.g. quadtree-based) to 3D
(octree-based) is currently being investigated. The 3D mesh
generator provides the essential feature for 3D adaptive

calculations. It would be worth studying error estimators
based on SPR, REP, or the nodal sensitivity-based error
estimator recently proposed by Paulino et al. (1997), and
their use as drivers for a 3D adaptive mesh re®nement
scheme. Another area of major interest is adaptive analysis
in conjunction with multigrid techniques (e.g. Paulino
1997; Bank 1998).

Other relevant areas for future investigation include
fracture mechanics and no linear problems. The solution
of general crack problems in a linear elastic fracture me-
chanics (LEFM) setting involve issues such as development
of special crack tip singular elements (e.g. Gray and
Paulino 1998), corresponding meshing criteria using a
rosette of elements around the crack tip (e.g. Gerstle and

Fig. 57. Sensitivity orxx=ox

Fig. 58. Sensitivity orxx=oy
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Abdalla Jr. 1990), and error estimation/adaptivity consid-
ering singularity of the stress/strain ®elds (e.g. Lo and
Lee 1992; Jayaswal and Grosse 1992; Coorevits et al. 1994).
This procedure would be especially relevant for an auto-
mated crack propagation procedure, which could bene®t
from the basic capabilities of FESTA.

The environment proposed herein can also be extended
for nonlinear problems. Although adaptive procedures for
nonlinear problems are not as well understood as those for
linear problems, several techniques have been presented
by, among others, Wiberg et al. (1996), Barthold et al.
(1998), and Rannacher and Suttmeier (1998) for plasticity
problems, Wriggers and Scherf (1998) for contact prob-
lems in plasticity, Yang et al. (1989), Zienkiewicz
et al. (1990), and Owen et al. (1998) for forming processes,
and Ortiz and Quigley (1991), Batra and Ko (1992), PericÂ
et al. (1994), and Zienkiewicz et al. (1995) for strain lo-
calization problems. The book edited by LadeveÁze and
Oden (1998) presents error estimators for nonlinear time
dependent problems and corresponding adaptive compu-
tational methods. Recently, Mosalam and Paulino (1999)
have used mesh enrichment procedures for nonlinear
problems involving damage evolution in continuum solid
mechanics, where the error is accounted for in an incre-
ment-wise manner. Mesh regeneration (rather than mesh
enrichment) procedures would be specially advantageous
for this type of problems since areas of mesh re®nement/
dere®nement can be effectively treated. Such problems are
currently under investigation by the authors.

As discussed above, the range of application of FESTA
is potentially broad. Further use of the techniques pre-
sented in this paper could contribute towards a reliable
and automated environment in computational mechanics
(e.g. see Tworzydlo and Oden 1993) employing ®nite
element techniques.
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